Abstract: The Java programming language is versatile and robust, however, for large-scale applications with memory intensive processes, much is still to be desired. The public Java Development Kit (JDK) supports neither forcible object destruction nor large collection sizes (limited to $2^{31}-1$) as found in choice computational languages such as Fortran and C/C++. Within Java's Hotspot, however, the non-public sun.misc.Unsafe class allows such features through basic off-heap functionality. The submitted UPC collections are fully integrated with Unsafe to provide large (i.e., $2^{63}-1$), destructible arrays, lists, hash sets, hash maps, and matrices, consistent with advanced computational needs. Additionally, a customized version of OpenJDK 1.9 with bulk-operation Unsafe support and companion collections are provided. These tools are compared to Java and extent third-party primitive collections. Testing indicates UPC performs in a consistent to superior manner compared to the state-of-the-art, with greater improvements realized by way of the modified virtual machine.
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1. Introduction

Java is one of the world's most prolific programming languages. According to Oracle, Inc. [1], over 3 billion mobile devices, 125 million televisions, and 97% of enterprise desktops are Java enabled, with more than 5 billion Java Cards currently in use. Java is a leading tool for embedded, web-based, and distributed software due to its rich feature set, which notably includes: its object-oriented paradigm; platform independence (portability); automatic garbage collection (decreasing code complexity and minimizing memory leaks); type safety; built-in networking and multithreading; extensive runtime, error checking, and application profiling to support development; and the Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which approaches the speed of natively compiled code [2]-[15]. The developer community is continually expanding – with current estimates at 9 million – and an increasing number of universities offer Java in lieu of, for example, C/C++ [1], [12], [16]-[19]. Since 2001, the TIOBE software index, which uses search engine queries to indicate programming language popularity, has consistently ranked Java in the top two, alternating with C [20]. Trendy Skills (a website that has extracted and aggregated IT skills from job posting sites in 14 countries since 2012) indicates 1-in-5.55 IT job descriptions (number 1 by far) mention Java; 1-in-8.33 C#, 1-in-14.29 C, and 1-in-16.67 C++ [21]. With all of these benefits and large pool of developers, it is no wonder Java is transitioning into a computation language as well [13], [14], [22], [23],
Java is slowly making its way into the ranks of scientific and high performance computing (HPC) with its ever-expanding capabilities. Much of the language’s criticism in this environment revolves around its lack of support for basic HPC features. Whereas some traits are noticeably absent (e.g., memory management and large collections), the community has, in fact, been actively increasing Java’s capabilities. A few examples are as follows:

- MPI Java implementations such as MPJ [25], mpiJava [26], MPJExpress [11], and OpenMPI (since version 1.7) [27]
- OpenMP-like packages such as JOMP [28] and JaMP [29]
- Parallel Java – advanced tools for built-in Java threads [30]
- Java Fast Sockets – high-speed socket support (e.g., InfiniBand and Myrinet) [31]
- Java bindings for accelerators such as CUDA (e.g., JCUDA [32], JaCUDA [33], and java-gpu [34]) and OpenCL (e.g., jocl.org [35] and JavaCL [36])
- Java HPC and parallel computing benchmark suites like Java Grade [22] and NAS Parallel for MPJ [37]

However, as previously mentioned, for memory-intensive applications, many developers are reluctant to employ Java due to its large memory footprint and lack of direct system controls in the public Application Programming Interface (API). A solution is found, in part, in the non-public sun.misc.Unsafe class, which provides basic support for off-heap (C heap) access. This class, however, is rudimentary, with simple operations such as allocation, destruction, getting, and setting. Thus, for one to make use of this class, entire collections must be constructed with it as its foundation. The submitted UPC collections take this approach.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold. First, we submit a suite of Java primitive collections utilizing sun.misc.Unsafe. Supported collections include arrays, lists, hash sets, hash maps, and two-dimensional matrices; each with the ability to destroy and assign \(2^{63}-1\) elements, and employ primitive data types. Second, we propose enhancements to sun.misc.Unsafe to offer additional low-level support for these collections. The posited modifications are implemented in OpenJDK 1.9 and a subsequent set of collections created, integrating this new functionality. Both libraries are compared to extent Java and third-party tools. These experiments include basic performance analysis as well as large-scale, realistic implementations.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 places the problem into context. The UPC collections and modifications are disclosed in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the third party collections used for comparison. Experimental results are covered in Section 5, with concluding remarks and future work presented in Section 6.

2. Context

2.1. Java Limitations

Commonly used collections for analysis include arrays, lists, hash sets, hash maps, and matrices. Languages such as Fortran and C/C++ (popular HPC languages) provide three key advantages over Java in this arena. First, these languages allow one to reclaim memory, freeing space for proceeding processes. Java has garbage collection (GC), however, it is never guaranteed to run or free memory upon execution and the collection event itself is quite slow and resource intensive [8], [38]-[43]. Second, Java limits arrays and collections to \(2^{31}-1\) entries (i.e., length of a Java int). This might appear to be sufficient and for Java’s intended audience of desktop, web, and distributed systems developers it is, however, a limitation of roughly two billion is actually quite restrictive in scientific computing; thus the reason \(2^{63}-1\) is supported by other languages. Lastly, with the exception of primitive arrays, Java’s collections are entirely object-based, incurring a memory storage (as objects require a reference object) and retrieval penalty (i.e., two
sequentially allocated objects are not guaranteed to be in adjoining memory locations). Popular computational languages have the ability to reserve contiguous blocks of memory for primitive types, providing both speed and size benefits.

2.2. Proposed JDK and JVM Improvements

There are several projects of interest Oracle and the OpenJDK community are actively developing in hopes of assuaging some of the aforementioned limitations. First is Arrays 2.0, which is supposed to handle $2^{63} - 1$ array elements (i.e., a Java long index). The current (and only) commit to the OpenJDK repository is a set of JDK classes employing multidimensional arrays of int-bound blocks [44], [45]. Being a JDK-only construct, it cannot be manually destroyed, and as multidimensional arrays are object-based, it consumes more memory. Project Valhalla (expected with Java 10 in 2018), is scheduled to bring generic specialization and value types to the language [46]. Generic specialization will allow primitives (or more specifically value types) as generics, providing for the creation of primitive-like collections [47]. Value types essentially bridge the gap between primitive (e.g., int) and reference types (e.g., Integer). Integer, for example, can be a value type by removing all Object features. This allows for defining one’s own “primitives” and even grants access to machine-specific data types [48]-[50]. These projects, however, are only in the “incubator” stage, with no guarantee they will end up in a released version of the JDK/JVM.

2.3. The sun.misc.Unsafe API

Within the sun.misc non-public Java API resides the Unsafe class. This provides low-level access to basic system functions such as memory allocation and destruction. As it is not part of the public API, developers are cautioned from integrating it into their work as it may change at any time without warning and might not be reverse compatible. However, it is heavily integrated into both public ((prefix of java.) lang, math, net, nio, io, and util) and non-public ((prefix of sun.) awt, cobra, font, invoke, java2d, management, misc, nio, reflect, security, and swing) JDK classes [51], and is deeply entrenched in high-performance open source and commercial tools (e.g., Apache DirectMemory [52], Heliosearch/Solr [53], VoltDB [54], ChronicleMap [55], Guava [56], and even a patent (EP2755129 A1) on creating a new type of ByteBuffer for maps [57]), indicating its necessity. An ad-hoc survey of developers using Unsafe, called for by Paul Sandoz of Oracle, indicates 63.6% ($n = 316$) of respondents currently use the class for off-heap memory operations to, among other things, reduce garbage collection and efficiently manage memory layout (the number one feature-based result). Additionally, 88.6% are prepared to switch from Unsafe to a safe JDK version when one presents itself [58]-[60].

Oracle has signaled its intent to remove access to Unsafe in future Java versions; enforced primarily by Project Jigsaw’s modular source design [58], [59], [61]. However, its use is so critical to developers, the JDK will incrementally replace these functions with safe, internal JDK options using VarHandle’s as defined in Java Enhancement Proposal (JEP) 193 Enhanced Volatiles for Project Valhalla [46], [58], [59], [62].

3. UPC — Unsafe Primitive Collections

The UPC library\(^1\) offers developers large, memory-efficient, primitive collections. Achieved through sun.misc.Unsafe, UPC interacts with the C heap, allowing users to allocate and destroy long-indexed primitive arrays, lists, hash maps, hash sets, and two-dimensional matrices (stored in linearized form); thus overcoming the limitations discussed in Section 2.1. UPC is available in stock and modified (UPCM) versions.

The stock version functions on standard Java, integrating six Unsafe methods. For allocating and

---

\(1\) UPC is available from http://blog.ecu.edu/hsimcomputationallab/?p=19.
destroying collections, allocateMemory and freeMemory are used. Bulk operations are achieved through setMemory and copyMemory. Lastly, getting and setting single entries is done through get<Type> and put<Type>, where <Type> refers to the data type – byte, char, double, float, int, long, or short. Therefore, any version of Java supporting these operations can employ the stock UPC library. For example, the authors have successfully experimented with UPC on Windows, Mac, and Linux systems operating Oracle and OpenJDK 1.7 and 1.8 – Linux includes OpenJDK 1.9 as well.

The modified version requires a customized OpenJDK implementation, which provides advanced, native support for bulk operations – detailed in Section 3.2. Its intent is to offload repetitive JNI calls to the JVM, providing a performance boost for tasks such as sorting and searching (refer to Section 5 for experimental results). These enhancements are not limited in use to UPC; they are intended as general-purpose methods, easily integrated with existing Unsafe code.

UPC provides support for the following in-built data types: boolean (stored as a byte); byte; char; double; float; int; long; short; and ASCII_8, ASCII_16, ASCII_32, UNICODE_16, and UNICODE_32 strings. Pertaining to the string options, we implement our own string type using a UPC list. Consequently, the string types are “primitive” in nature, necessitating significantly less space than java.lang.String and allow destruction. Section 3.1 elaborates further on string types.

3.1. UPC Strings

UPC strings are a stored collection of contiguous characters. The total number of characters for the sum of all strings is $2^{63}-1$, as a single UPC list is used for its storage – a limitation not soon eclipsed. An array/list of pointers maintains the collection-to-string mappings. Fig. 1 depicts the basic string data structure. Take pointer index 0 as an example. The value at index 0 is the start position in the character list; 0 in this example. The first entry is the number of characters to read (the string length), immediately followed by said characters. Thus, 11 characters are read after index 0 (i.e., 1-11), producing “Hello world.” UPC supports both ASCII (stored as bytes) and UNICODE (stored as chars) characters, defined at collection instantiation. Operations such as reverse, swap, and sort modify only the index containing the pointers. For example, swapping “Hello world” with “example” in Fig. 1, will see the pointer index at 0 set to 136 and that of 10 to 0.

The numeric designations represent the maximum string length in bits, which is a multiple of the storage type. Take UNICODE_32 for example. Since UNICODE values are stored in a UPC char list, the length variable has a default maximum of 2 bytes (16-bits). The value 32 indicates each UNICODE string can store a maximum of $2^{32}-1$ characters (i.e. 2 chars for length instead of 1). Therefore, the presented options offer additional memory optimization based on known character set and string lengths. Fig. 2 presents an example where a UPC byte list (for ASCII strings) stores nucleotide characters for sequences reaching two bytes in equivalent length (i.e., a maximum length of $2^{16}-1$ instead of the default $2^8-1 – \text{ASCII}_{16}$).
Since strings are stored as contiguous blocks within a list, removing and replacing can lead to excessive memory waste. Therefore, UPC implements a reclamation process as follows. If a string is to be removed, then the position in the character list is marked as free. If a string is to be replaced, there are three options: (1) if the new length ≤ the existing length, then replace the characters and adjust the length variable, (2) if the new length > the existing length, mark the current area as free and try to reclaim another free space (by default it will look for a spot ≤ 2 times the new length), and (3) if reclamation is not possible, append the characters to the list. Strings being added will try to reclaim space before appending.

3.2. OpenJDK Expansion

Whether simple (e.g., get) or complex (e.g., rehashing), all operations in Unsafe interface with basic I/O calls such as “get” and “put.” Each call is a JNI request, which, though imperceptible for a few calls, leads to performance degradation in large sets. Therefore, bulk operations performed by UPC have been ported to the development version of OpenJDK 1.9’s Unsafe class.² Within this environment, one JDK and four JVM “share” files³ were modified, meaning the alterations are operating system neutral, limiting the amount of work to reproduce these features in future releases and guaranteeing portability across all Java supported operating systems and CPU architectures. The features are as follows:

- A memory zeroing allocator – An Unsafe memory allocation does not zero memory, forcing the user to manually clear the range – a potentially expensive operation (e.g., if one “puts” zeros instead of setting bytes using Unsafe.setMemory) and easy to overlook. This addition employs Java’s Copy::zero_to_bytes method, which does this at the OS level (very fast) and is the method utilized by Java’s zeroing collections.
- Quicksort and counting sort – Basic non-recursive quicksort (for int-sized and larger data types) and counting sort (for boolean, byte, char, and short).
- Linear and binary search – Performs said searches over a memory range.
- Set and remove all – Sets or removes all values in a memory range.
- Reverse – Reverses all values in a memory range.
- Contains all – Checks to see if one memory range contains all of the values in another.
- Rehash – Rehashes primitive hash maps and hash sets when growing.

²OpenJDK 1.9 was updated as it represents the next iteration of Java and how this functionality could be included. However, OpenJDK 1.8u60 and 1.7u60 have both been successfully modified, with no performance degradation between versions.
³OpenJDK 1.9 source files ({base} = hotspot/src/share/vm/): {base}/prims/Unsafe.cpp, {base}/c1/c1_GraphBuilder.cpp, {base}/classfile/vmSymbols.hpp, {base}/opto/library_call.cpp, and jdk/src/java.base/classes/sun/misc/Unsafe.java
Only zeroing, quicksort, and reverse are currently supported UPC string JDK/JVM extensions – future modifications are planned.

One question that might arise is why extend the JDK/JVM as opposed to creating a stand-alone JNI library? Our reasoning is as follows. First, we use internal JVM methods to provide consistent and safe operations (e.g., copy, memory barriers, and atomic access). Second, compilation of the proposed modifications within the JDK/JVM results in uniform optimization and error checking. Third, as Java is portable, integration results in enhanced portability and reduction in architecture-specific implementations (again, we only modify “share” classes, relying on Java’s architecture-specific rendering of methods). Lastly, as a proof of concept, illustrating how Java could natively support such collections.

3.3. UPC Sorting Algorithms

UPC implements counting sort for data types of size less than int, and a non-recursive quicksort algorithm for all others – non-recursive as very large sets quickly fill the recursive stack, causing Java heap space errors. As the JDK also relies on counting sort for the same primitive types, these times are directly comparable. However, Java uses timsort for all other requests. Timsort ranges in performance from \( O(n) \) to \( O(n \log n) \), whereas a two-partition quicksort (as UPC uses) from \( O(n \log n) \) to \( O(n^2) \) – both average \( O(n \log n) \). So why the choice of quicksort over timsort? Simple, JNI calls. Quicksort requires considerably fewer JNI calls than timsort, which actually provides a performance boost when using Unsafe. The modified JVM also contains quicksort to allow stock to modified analysis.

4. Third-Party Primitive Collections

There are many third-party primitive collections available; most suffer from the \( 2^{31}-1 \) size and destruction limitations. To the best of our knowledge, there has been only one previously released tool utilizing the Unsafe class for off-heap storage, JlargeArrays. In the following section, the employed libraries for comparative purposes are detailed. These tools include Apache Commons 1.0 [63], CarrotSearch 0.6.0 [64], Colt 1.2.0 [65], FastUtil 6.5.15 [66], Java 1.8/OpenJDK 1.9 [51], [67], JLargeArrays 1.4 [68], Koloboke 0.6.5 [69], and Trove 3.2 [70]. Table 1 presents a comparison matrix of data types supported by the aforementioned packages and the proposed UPC set. Table 2 depicts available collections, memory capabilities, and hashing mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type Comparison Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boolean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarrotSearch 0.6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt 1.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastUtil 6.5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java 1.8/OpenJDK 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JLargeArrays 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koloboke 0.6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trove 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 No direct support for boolean, but it can be simulated using the proposed data type
2 Java Object support
3 Limited collection support

Apache Commons Primitives 1.0 utilizes Java primitive arrays as its underlying storage medium. Only its list collection overlaps with UPC.
CarrotSearch High Performance Primitive Collections 0.6.0 uses Java primitive arrays for storage. Overlapping collections include lists, hash sets, and hash maps. HPPC offers support for Java Objects.

Colt 1.2.0 uses Java primitive arrays for storage. Overlapping collections include lists, hash maps (int, double, and long as key and/or value, and Object as value), and matrices (double or Object only – data stored in an array, so limit is $2^{31}-1$ (e.g., 46,340 for square matrices)). Colt supports Java Objects.

FastUtil 6.5.15 uses multi-dimensional primitive arrays to simulate large arrays (same premise as Arrays 2.0). Overlapping collections include arrays, lists, hash sets, and hash maps. FastUtil supports Objects.

jLargeArrays 1.4 uses Unsafe with destroy option (sun.misc.Cleaner). If the size is less-than $2^{30}$, a plain Java array is used. jLargeArrays, as its name suggests, supports only arrays. The tool contains its own string type. The string character array is instantiated to a predefined maximum length, thus, each is exactly the same size in terms of memory, making random access possible without a pointer. This option, however, consumes a lot of memory and imposes an a priori string length limit.

Koloboke 0.6.5 is a highly optimized and fast hash map and hash set tool. It employs primitive arrays for all storage, utilizing Unsafe on-heap operations in certain situations to improve performance (e.g., bulk set operations). Gains are attributable to its “parallel” collections and combined storage of keys and status elements. Parallelization is achieved with one array for storing like keys and values (i.e., same key-value data types or identical storage sizes such as char-short, float-int, and double-long). Even array indices contain keys and odd (key+1) the values – thus “parallel.” For those not meeting this definition, keys and values are stored in two distinct arrays (“separate”). To minimize size and lookups, the status element is kept in the keys array.

Trove 3.2 uses Java primitive arrays for storage. Overlapping collections include lists, hash sets, and hash maps, with Object support in hash maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Feature Comparison Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collections</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache Commons 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarrotSearch 0.6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colt 1.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastUtil 6.5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java 1.8/OpenJDK 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jLargeArrays 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koloboke 0.6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trove 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Limited support: int/int, int/double, double/int, int/Object, or long/Object
2. Multi-dimensional array simulates a large capacity – same architecture as Arrays 2.0
3. Implemented using HashMap by setting the value to an empty Object
4. Multi-dimensional arrays can simulate matrices
5. For length less-than $2^{30}$, regular Java arrays are employed
6. Uses sun.misc.Unsafe

5. Evaluation

Evaluations proceed in two phases. First, libraries are compared using synthetic data, providing feature-based insights. Second, UPC and select collections are employed in realistic problems, emphasizing scale and complexity. Each method is discussed in detail in its respective section.

Testing ensued on two machines. First, a 64-bit Linux Mint 17.1 system with 8GB of memory and a
quad-core 3.4 GHz i7 3770 processor, relaying performance details on a standard desktop configuration. The second is a 64-bit Rocks 6.1 cluster node with 64GB of memory and two eight-core 2.6GHz Xeon E5-2670 processors, to provide insight into scaling. Direct library comparisons were done on the Linux Mint machine, with realistic experiments performed on both. Not conveyed in the analysis, due to space limitations, is the totality of experiments to show full cross-platform support for the UPC stock collections on Windows and Mac OS’s. Suffice it to say, the UPC collections performed in like manner across all systems.

When size (a collection’s memory footprint) is reported, it requires more than simply asking the JVM how much heap space it consumed, as UPC and JLargeArrays are off-heap. Therefore, the following command was executed to determine heap space utilization: `ps -F -C java`, where the program searches for the entry containing the correct JAR.

5.1. Effects of Destroying Objects

Destruction of objects is not explicitly explored; however, the effects are felt throughout experimental results. Despite JLargeArrays’ ability to free memory, it does so only to clean up after itself; thus, no advantages are gleaned during use. UPC, on the other hand, benefits greatly from removing temporary and residual structures during, for instance, sorting (arrays and lists), growing (lists, hash sets, and hash maps), and clearing (all) operations. The obvious gains are found in final memory utilization, as other collections might still be waiting for the garbage collector to free space. In a more varied fashion, time is also affected, especially when approaching the maximum heap size. Using the construction of a large list as an example, the garbage collector is continually freeing pre-growth lists at large sizes during enlargement. The GC, however, is untargeted (meaning it tries to free space throughout the JVM, not just the list in question) and has been shown to increase runtime considerably [8], [38]-[43]. Therefore, direct memory freeing, as done by UPC, can have a profound impact on runtime.

5.2. Library Comparisons

In this section, abbreviated package comparison results are discussed. First, arrays, lists, hash sets, and hash maps are detailed using byte, double, int, and string data types, and matrices double – note, value types in hash maps mirror their key counterpart (invoking Koloboke’s parallel optimization technique), with the exception of string, which has an int value type to conserve space. The justification for each data type is as follows. A byte is the smallest whole unit (i.e., it is possible to consider bits, but you must interact with the entire byte first), and should therefore provide speed and a small memory footprint. A double is both large and complex (in terms of representation); it therefore requires the most overhead of the primitive types. An int is a very common type and is between a byte and a double in terms of overhead. Finally, it is necessary to compare our string data type to existing object and character-based approaches. Unless otherwise noted, each randomly generated string has a maximum of 50 characters.

Collections considered are those in Table 2. Experiments for byte, double, and int have sizes 100,000, 1,000,000, 10,000,000, and 100,000,000. Since strings necessitate greater space, experiments terminated at 10,000,000. The matrices are square at 1,000, 10,000, and 20,000. Each test was performed 10 times with average and standard deviation recorded for various, collection-specific aspects. UPC modified results are reported for the expanded elements detailed in Section 3.2. Of note, collections lacking sort capabilities may have deflated memory footprints owing to the lack of relevant sorting data structure instantiations.

5.2.1. Arrays

The metrics recorded for array evaluation are add, read all, overwrite all, sort, and size, for Java, JLargeArrays, and UPC; results shown in Fig. 3. Add simply records the amount of time required to insert the desired number of elements (excluding random value generation time). Read all indicates the speed at which the collection can be accessed (each character for strings) and overwrite all, modified. Sorting follows
the rules specified in Section 3.3. Lastly, the size of the final collection is reported. JLargeArrays does not provide a sorting mechanism, and is thus excluded from those results. For these measures, UPC modified is limited to sort for non-string types.

Universally, UPC requires the least amount of time for add and overwrite all, whereas Java and JLargeArrays overlap. At 100M, UPC is 15-17% for byte, double, and int, and 601% for 10M string faster when adding data. For overwrite all, byte, double, and int are 19-24% and string 979% quicker. Likewise, UPC presents the minimum memory footprint by roughly 1-6% for byte, double, and int, and 15-112% for string. Read all for byte, double, and int are dominated by the 0 millisecond reads of Java, followed by UPC and JLargeArrays. For string, JLargeArrays is up to 78% and Java 62% slower than UPC. UPCM is the top collection for sorting across all data types proceeded by Java and UPC. UPCM bests Java by upwards of 17% for byte, 8% for double, and 14% for int, and UPC by 21%, 31%, and 32%; it is slightly better than Java (near 3%) and significantly faster than UPC (roughly 25%) for string sorting.

![Fig. 3. Array experiment results](image)

**Fig. 3.** Array experiment results – not shown in the plots: JLargeArrays sort as this feature is unsupported.

### 5.2.2. Lists

Six of the eight libraries compared to UPC support basic list collections. As with arrays (Section 5.2) add, read all, overwrite all, sort, and size were measured; key results noted in Fig. 4. Apache Commons, CarrotSearch for byte and string, and FastUtil do not provide internal sorting algorithms; thus, they are excluded from those results. For these measures, UPC modified is limited to sort for non-string types.

In general, the collections performed comparably across the byte tests; only UPC’s size, which was anywhere from 4% to 51% smaller than the next best, stood out.

- The underlying multidimensional array can be sorted, however, the quicksort implementation does not discriminate between the used and unused portion (i.e., entered versus the default zero values), leading to unexpected results.
Overwrite all is omitted from Fig. 4 due to uniform results leading to difficulty in visual discernment. Java requires about 2,000-4,000% more time than the other collections for double and int. For string, UPC is 39.45% (5.08±0.05 seconds) faster than the next best Colt (8.39±0.69 seconds) at 100M, with negligible differences prior.

UPC outperforms all collections in adding content to lists by 8-23%. For reading all data, CarrotSearch is faster than UPC for double and int by roughly 30%, but measurements are in tens of milliseconds at 100M. UPC outpaces Java for string by upwards of 35%. Both Trove and Colt sort doubles more rapidly than UPCM (3-5%) and UPC (26-27%). For int and string, UPCM is slightly quicker than Trove (no string support) and Colt at around 1-2%, with UPC about 21-35% slower. As stated in Section 3.3, poor sort performance was anticipated for UPC due to the amount of JNI calls and inferior algorithm, but these results also highlight the expense of crossing the JNI barrier as identically implemented quicksort methods in UPC and UPCM produce drastically different runtimes. In terms of size, UPC dominates with a memory footprint roughly 50-60% that of the next best.

![Fig. 4. List experiment results](image)

Fig. 4. List experiment results – not shown in the plots: Apache Commons, CarrotSearch byte and string, and FastUtil sort as this feature is unsupported, and Java double and int add due to poor performance.

5.2.3. Hash sets

Five hash set collections are compared to UPC for add, contains, iterator, and resulting size; key findings shown in Fig. 5. Java is reported from 100K-10M as it exceeds the allocated 8GB of memory at 100M. UPC stock and modified differ in implementation for add non-string types.

The byte data type is not included in Fig. 5 as little separation exists between collections. There are no
notable differences in times (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) and sizes (tens of megabytes) from 100K to 10M. At 100M, UPC (1.05±0.00 seconds) and UPCM (1.04±0.00 seconds) separate from the next best Koloboke (1.25±0.04 seconds) for add at 19.05% and 20.19% less time respectively. For contains, UPC (1.04±0.02 seconds) requires 11.54% less time than the second best Java (1.16±0.05 seconds). Second best, Java (80.43±7.98 MB) consumes 9.03% more space than UPC (73.17±2.20 MB).

Koloboke adds data fastest for double and int, followed by UPCM (6-7%) and UPC (9-13%), and UPC tops Trove for strings by 154%. UPC follows Koloboke for double and int contains by 14-17%, with UPC necessitating around 46% less time than CarrotSearch for string. Koloboke iterates over the double and int hash sets quickest up to 10M, and then relinquishes its number one spot to CarrotSearch followed by UPC (6-23% and 15-33% slower respectively). UPC, however, is consistently faster than the next best Java for string iteration by upwards of 43%. In terms of size, UPC, FastUtil, and CarrotSearch are the smallest with less than 3% difference between them for double and int. For string, UPC's footprint is 56% smaller than the next best Koloboke.

Fig. 5. Hash set experiment results – not shown in the plots: Koloboke string add and contains due to poor performance.

5.2.4. Hash maps

Six hash map collections (Colt supporting int-int only) are compared to UPC for put, contains key (all key values are checked) and value (100 random – unsupported by CarrotSearch), iterator, and resulting size – key findings shown in Fig. 6. Java is reported from 100K-10M as it exceeds the allocated 8GB of memory at 100M. UPC stock and modified differ in implementation for put on non-string types and contains value (as the string experiment uses an int value).

The byte data type provided little separation between the collections – thus its lack of inclusion in Fig. 6. For 100K to 10M, there were no notable differences as times and sizes were fairly static measuring in the tens to hundreds of milliseconds and tens of megabytes. At 100M, UPC and UPCM began to diverge from the next best Java for put and contains key. For put, UPC (2.19±0.01 seconds) is 1.79% and UPCM (2.07±0.01 seconds) 7.17% faster than Java (2.23±0.01 seconds). UPC (1.01±0.00 seconds) also performs the contains
key operation 12.93% faster than Java (1.16±0.01 seconds).

Koloboke is the top performer on put tests for double and int, followed by UPCM (up to 6% and 13% slower respectively) and UPC (upwards of 10% and 20% slower respectively). For string, UPC outperforms the grouping of Trove, FastUtil, and CarrotSearch by over 100% across the collection sizes. Koloboke is again the number one option for contains key over UPC for double and int for sets larger than 10M (at which point UPC is 23-30% faster) by about 6-12% respectively. UPC requires 62-66% of the time for string as the nearest library CarrotSearch. UPCM is second to FastUtil for double and int contains value by roughly 30% and 98% respectively. Koloboke and FastUtil best UPCM in string by 52% and 31% respectively. Although the methods are coded identically, the use of primitive arrays by Koloboke and FastUtil, and Koloboke’s “parallelization” explain the time differentials. Koloboke iterates over the double and int hash maps quickest up to 10M; beyond that point, CarrotSearch is fastest. UPC is second for double and third for int by 7-25% (Koloboke is 3-4% faster than UPC for int). For string, UPC claims the top spot over the group of Trove, CarrotSearch, and Java (all within 5 milliseconds of one another) by 5-39%. Regarding size, UPC and CarrotSearch provide the best, virtually identical results for double and int, with UPC 15-20% smaller than the next best string Koloboke.

![Fig. 6. Hash map experiment results](image)

Fig. 6. Hash map experiment results – not shown in the plots: CarrotSearch contains value and Colt iterator as these feature are unsupported, and Java string contains value and Koloboke string put and contains key due to poor performance.

5.2.5. Matrices

Native support for matrices is found in Colt alone, with limited features, and only for doubles. Add, read all (to measure access rates), scale, transpose (deep copy), and size are the compared elements; results in Fig. 7. UPCM differs from UPC for scale and transpose.

Exploiting the efficiencies of Java’s primitive double array, Colt is 3-5% faster adding data than UPC beyond 1000-by-1000. Reading the UPC matrix requires 17-18% less time compared to Colt. The functions scale and transpose are performed quickest by UPCM (444-609% and 148-1,122% faster than Colt
respectively) followed by UPC (2-515% and 11-201% faster than Colt respectively). Lastly, size is uniform across the sets, indicating UPC(M) is consistent with Java’s primitive arrays in memory consumption.

5.3. Realistic Implementations

UPC collections are designed as backing data structures for computationally intensive situations. To illustrate the robust nature of these collections, four realistic use cases are evaluated: a binary heap implementation, matrix multiplication, binary search over a sorted unique list, and k-mer counting. The definition for each problem can be found in its subsection. Results are aggregated from runs of 10.

5.3.1. Binary heap

A binary heap is a basic data structure seen throughout computer science. For instance, it is used in priority queues and algorithms such as Dijkstra’s shortest path, Prim’s minimum spanning tree, and Huffman encoding. The underlying storage is a simple array, with in-place operations. As shown in Section 5.2, Java arrays are extremely fast and efficient. Therefore, the intent of this analysis is to show UPC arrays provide similar performance in a set, read, and swap-intensive environment. UPC is compared to Java and JLargeArrays for creating a minimum heap and its resulting size on the Linux Mint (100M, 500M, 1B, 1.5B) and Rocks (100M, 500M, 1B, 2B, 2.5B) machines – results in Fig. 8.

UPC is 4.82-5.64% on Linux Mint and 6.95-7.91% on Rocks (up to 2 billion due to the $2^{31} - 1$ limitation) slower than Java to create the binary heap. In terms of memory, UPC is 0.41-0.54% on Linux Mint and 0.48-1.23% on Rocks smaller than Java. Overall, JLargeArrays, which exceeds the allotted memory on the Linux Mint machine beyond 1B, is the slowest, largest, and exhibits the greatest variability amongst the tested algorithms.
5.3.2. Matrix multiplication

Matrices are fundamental data structures in most fields. Physicists use them to study how particles interact and operations researchers, to solve linear equations, for instance. Colt and UPC (stock and modified versions) contain built-in matrices and are therefore compared, along with a multidimensional Java array implementation – UPCM for multiplication only. On Linux Mint, square matrices of size 1,000, 1,250, 1,500, 2,000, and 2,500 were multiplied to like-sized matrices, and on Rocks, 2,500, 5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 – Java results terminate at 5,000 due to its prohibitive runtime.

On the Linux Mint machine, both UPC implementations outperform Colt and Java for matrix multiplication. Compared to UPC, Colt, and Java, UPCM is 27.30-33.62%, 38.59-37.37%, and 96.61-96.89% faster respectively. Times on the Rocks node are slightly different, with UPCM coming in first, followed by Colt then UPC. The gap narrows from 38.16% and 44.12% at 2,500-by-2,500, to 15.06% and 18.17% at 15,000-by-15,000 respectively. In terms of size, UPC and Colt are virtually identical on both configurations with less than 1% difference. Compared to Java, they require between 14.35-22.86% on Linux Mint and 28.48-31.96% on Rocks less space.

![Fig. 9. Matrix multiplication experiment results.](image)

5.3.3. Binary search over a sorted unique list

Binary search algorithms are widely used to quickly locate values within a sorted collection of items. Interesting questions might include how many distinct values exist above \(x\) (e.g., systolic blood pressure), or is there a reading between \(x\) and \(y\) (especially useful for decimal values when you do not know the exact number, but, e.g., a normal range)? Coupled with a scanning mechanism, a binary search can be transformed into a powerful counting algorithm. For this experiment, a list of integers will serve as the collection, and the Boolean range query the test. Both UPC versions, Java (for completeness), Colt, and Trove (based on their performance in Section 5.2) are used in this experiment. To increase the complexity, duplicate values are removed post sorting, prior to searching. The list sizes for testing are 10M, 100M, 250M, and 500M on Linux Mint, and 10M, 100M, 500M, 1B, 1.5B, 2B, and 3B on Rocks. The number of binary searches is set to 10% the size of the initial list. Due to excessive memory consumption, Java's List collection failed above 100M on Linux Mint and 500M on Rocks. Additionally, due to overall poor performance, Java results are not shown in Fig. 10. On Rocks, Trove failed for 1.5-2B as its ensureCapacity methods doubles the size of a list when it grows; thus beyond int for size greater than 1,342,177,280.\(^5\) Colt experiences out of memory exceptions for 1-2B due to issues with its list expansion method as well, limiting the size effectively to 990,492,542.\(^6\)

\(^5\)Using the default constructor, Trove instantiates a list to size 10. Each invocation of grow performs a \(<< 1\) operation. Thus, the maximum size prior to exceeding 231-1 (resulting in a negative size) is 1,342,117,280.

\(^6\)The list grows following \(\max((oldCapacity*3)/2+1,newCapacity)\), where oldCapacity is the current size and newCapacity is oldCapacity+1. The problem is oldCapacity*3 surpasses int quickly, turning negative, resulting in an increase of 1 each
UPC(M) is the top performing algorithm in every category except range. For adding data, UPC is roughly 1.37-7.46% on Linux Mint and 7.20-10.51% on Rocks more efficient than the next best Trove. Likewise, UPC sorts the list anywhere from 0.66-9.76% and 2.65-7.75% faster than the number two algorithm Trove on Linux Mint and Rocks respectively. UPC is upwards of 45% quicker for removing duplicates and 55% smaller than the second best Trove on both systems. In terms of memory, UPC consumes roughly 39-67% less than the next best on both systems.

The range queries utilize binary search, which is nothing more than a series of random access look-ups into the list. A Java primitive int array is the backing data structure for both Trove and Colt, thus they benefit from the performance gains discussed in Section 5.2. That said, on the Linux Mint machine, both Trove (5.75-4.57% in order of size) and Colt (6.13-4.91% in order of size) outperform UPC up to 500M, where UPC actually eclipses them by 6.88% and 12.34% respectively. A similar trend is seen in the Rocks, where the advantage for Trove and Colt diminish as size increases – 12.59-4.53% for Trove and 15.59-4.87% for Colt. It is worth noting UPC continues for three more tests beyond Trove and four for Colt.

Only UPC(M) successfully executed the experiment for sizes 1.5-3B, despite the fact the first two fit into an int index. These experiments indicate how UPC easily scales, and does so in a linear fashion.

Fig. 10. Binary search over a sorted unique list experiment results.

5.3.4. Counting k-mers

Counting DNA subsequences of size \( k \) (known as a \( k \)-mer), is a basic operation in bioinformatics. It is essential in genome and transcriptome assembly, metagenomic sequencing, error correction of sequence reads, fast multiple sequence alignment, and repeat detection [71], [72]. This example employs a hash map with the \( k \)-mer as the key (a string) and count (int) as its value. A contiguous block of nucleotides are used for this experiment taken from the first human chromosome as submitted by the Genome Reference Consortium (GRCh38) [73], [74] – the sizes are as follows: 10M, 15M, 25M, and 50M on Linux Mint and 25M, 50M, 100M, 150M, and 200M on Rocks. The results are displayed in Fig. 11.

UPC dominates in both categories and configurations. As the number of nucleotides increase, so does the margin of separation in which UPC produces counts over the competing algorithms. UPC performs roughly 10-69%, 28-70%, and 38-73% faster than Koloboke, Trove, and Java across both machines respectively. UPC’s memory consumption is fairly static in relation to the others at approximately 19% and 46%, 27% insertion (using integer arithmetic and a default of 10, this occurs beyond 990,492,542). Theoretically, 2^{31-1} elements should be allowed prior to overflowing, however, the repetitive instantiation of backing arrays quickly saturates the heap space beyond the garbage collector’s ability to control.
and 52%, and 37% and 59% that of Koloboke, Trove, and Java for Linux Mint and Rocks respectively.

![Fig. 11. Counting $k$-mers experiment results.](image)

5.4. Discussion of Results

This section discusses the combined results from Sections 5.2 and 5.3, presenting an aggregate view of UPC(M) by collection, string implementation, and JDK/JVM.

Regarding arrays, UPC dominated adding, overwriting, and storing data. UPCM proved the fastest for sorting, with Java besting UPC. Java required 0 milliseconds to read all byte, double, and int data compared to UPC (measured in tens of milliseconds), but necessitated nearly twice the time for string. These findings are supported by the binary heap results (read-swap intensive), in which UPC ran parallel to Java with single digit differences. As discussed throughout, Java arrays are exceedingly efficient, thus our intent was to indicate UPC’s consistent performance.

Implemented as arrays, matrices also provide insight into fixed structure manipulation. Whereas Colt populated matrices slightly faster, UPC(M) provided superior read, scale, and transpose performance. These results carried over into matrix multiplication, where UPCM was significantly faster, with little distinction between Colt and UPC.

As with arrays, UPC lists outperformed all others in adding, overwriting, and storing data. UPCM was one of the top sorting collections across all data types – best for int and string. UPC placed first in reading string and second in non-string types. The binary search over a sorted unique list outcomes corroborate these conclusions.

The hash-based collections had similar findings. Regardless of data type, UPC’s overall memory footprint was moderately to significantly less than the next best. For non-string data types, UPC(M) followed Koloboke for inserting data (add/put) and searching for hash entries (contains/contains key). UPC(M) trailed FastUtil for searching hash map values (contains value) and CarrotSearch for iterating. For strings, UPC(M) was unmatched in every category except hash map contains value, which was essentially an int array experiment (i.e., the value of the hash map is an int). The counting $k$-mers experiment also illustrated the power of UPC string key-based hash maps.

Concerning the UPC string data type, the reported results indicate their power and compactness. The speed of access is generally 40%+ faster and size 15-50% smaller than the next best.

The JDK/JVM extensions reduced overall runtimes slightly to significantly. For inserting data into non-string hash-based collections, UPCM was 4-8% faster. The contains value hash map operation decreased by 9-14% from UPC to UPCM. List and array sorting also declined by 28-47%. For matrix scaling and transposing, UPCM reduced runtimes by 14-17% and 54-56% respectively. These results simultaneously indicate the expense of JNI operations and the performance gains anticipated by providing native support.

The claims of support beyond $2^{31}$-1 were substantiated by the binary heap and binary search over a
sorted unique list experiments on the Rocks cluster node. The former includes an array of size 2.5 billion, clearly denoting a continued linear progression in time in line with Java's performance if projected beyond its hard limit. The latter increased a list to a size of 3 billion with the same results. Whereas the final run at 3 billion was the only one larger than $2^{31}-1$, Trove, Colt, and Java all failed to reach even their theoretical limits (Colt and Java prior to 1 billion and Trove, 1.5 billion).

In summary, UPC(M) performed at the highest level across all tests; especially for string collections and total memory utilization. Coupled with the ability to destroy collections, the UPC library provides the developer with a comprehensive suite of fast, small, and powerful backing data structures necessary to support large-scale computing.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Java is a versatile and robust programming language in domain appropriate implementations. Large-scale applications, such as scientific and high performance computing, have typically alluded Java's grasp due, in large part, to its lack of direct memory management, object-based collections, and an array/collection size limitation of $2^{31}-1$. While third-party collections have sought to remedy the situation, most focus on the second element by introducing primitive collections, while failing to add scale and memory management.

The UPC(M) collections, as presented in this article, address all three aspects, thus providing a complete solution to the problem. Using the non-public sun.misc.Unsafe class, UPC(M) allows for the allocation and destruction of long-indexed, primitive arrays, lists, hash maps, hash sets, and matrices. Testing indicates the collections provide comparable to superior performance to extent approaches, with proven linear scaling beyond the Java imposed hard-limit of $2^{31}-1$ elements. The JVM extension provides additional benefits to bulk operations, while demonstrating Java's ability to support such actions if included in the language.

In the immediate future, arrays and lists of pairs and triples will be finalized (currently experimental), 3-dimensional matrices crafted, and JDK/JVM string functions expanded. The long-term view is to fully support concurrent collections. This requires modifying the JVM to support compare-and-swap features beyond byte (which exists, but does not currently have an Unsafe interface), int, and long, to avoid conversion costs (e.g., double-to-long) and bloated memory (e.g., char-to-int). From the set of tools used in this article, only Java currently provides concurrent collections.
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